Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited  
(A Govt. of India Enterprise)  
Corporate Office  
Bharat Sanchar Bhawan  
Janpath, New Delhi – 110 001.

No.1-15/2011-PAT(BSNL)  

Dated the -11-2014

To  
All Heads of Telecom Circles  
BSNL

Sub: Method of pay fixation in IDA pay scale in respect of absorbed officials of BSNL who were promoted after 01.10.2000 and opted IDA pay scales from the date of their promotion –reg.

Please refer to this office letter of even no. dated 12.01.2014 on the subject cited above and to state that DOT has further sought the following information :-

“How was the pension of the absorbed employees, who opted for CDA pay scale and who retired from BSNL without any further promotion regulated on retirement?. Was he allowed pension based on CDA pay scale or IDA pay scale?. How his Dearness Relief who have never retired was regulated – whether under CDA rates or IDA rate?”.

2. In this regard, kindly intimate whether there is any case of absorbed employee in Group ‘C’ & ‘D’ cadre (Non-executive) who have never switched over to IDA pay scale and retired from BSNL with pension in CDA Pay.

3. This information may kindly be provided alongwith the information called for earlier vide this office letter dated 12.11.2014 at the earliest to enable this office to transmit the same to DOT.

Yours faithfully,

[(A. Sinha)]  
Assistant General Manager (Estt.I)  
Tele.No.23037475